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  Gray, Gray & Gray, LLP's News

Register Today! GG&G's 25th Annual Year-End Tax Seminars

Year-End Tax Strategies in an
Uncertain Environment

No tax year in recent memory has been more tumultuous and uncertain.  The combination of a
struggling economy, an election year, and massive tax changes, have made tax planning more essential
than ever before.  Luckily, GG&G is here to help you gain a better understanding of the current tax
situation.  Here are just a few of the topics we will be covering at our year-end tax seminars: 

Impact of the health care legislation on taxes
Changes to gifting & estate tax laws
New "repair regulations" and how they affect your business
Capital Gain Harvesting
Will the Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT) affect you?
Why it might be a good idea to "accelerate" income this year
Which tax provisions are expiring this year?  Which will remain in effect?

Click here to view dates and times of seminars and register today.  For our out of state clients and
friends of the firm, please click here to register for the webinar version our these seminars.   
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  Timely Opportunities

A List of Expiring (and Expired) Tax Breaks for Individuals
With the end of 2012 rapidly approaching and the presidential election now
decided, Americans still face uncertainty about what will happen to:

1. Many federal income tax breaks that expired at the end of 2011 and have not
been extended by Congress.

2. More tax breaks are scheduled to expire at the end of 2012.

For planning purposes, here is a chart listing important expiring and expired individual tax breaks, as
well as predictions about their possible fates.
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Family-Duty Discrimination Lawsuits are Up
Discrimination against parents and other caregivers happens in many
workplaces, according to an EEOC report and a study from the University of
California law school. Lawsuits can arise when employees face stereotypes and
are treated differently at work because of their responsibilities for children, elderly
parents, or ill relatives. Click "Full Article" for a look at this growing trend in litigation
and what your organization can do to help protect itself from liability.
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  Business Finance

Successful Strategies Create Successful Mergers
Tying the knot with another company is one way to expand your business,
but you want to make sure the combination works. Here's a list of strategies that
can help lead to a successful corporate acquisition.
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  Latest Headlines

US economy revised upward to 2.7% in third quarter
channelnewsasia.com - Thu, 29 Nov 2012 15:02:56 GMT

U.S. Economy Grew Faster Than Initially Estimated In Q3
rttnews.com - Thu, 29 Nov 2012 15:02:38 GMT

Naming your kid Hashtag' may be dumb. But should it be illegal?
washingtonpost.com - Thu, 29 Nov 2012 15:01:53 GMT

Volunteers Still Working Hard To Help Far Rockaway, NY - Hit Hard By
Hurricane Sandy
ibtimes.com - Thu, 29 Nov 2012 14:56:44 GMT

Sluggish start for yen/renimbi market
ft.com - Thu, 29 Nov 2012 14:53:51 GMT
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  Disclaimer of Liability

Our firm provides the information in this e-newsletter for general guidance only, and does not
constitute the provision of legal advice, tax advice, accounting services, investment advice, or
professional consulting of any kind. The information provided herein should not be used as a
substitute for consultation with professional tax, accounting, legal, or other competent advisers.
Before making any decision or taking any action, you should consult a professional adviser who
has been provided with all pertinent facts relevant to your particular situation. Tax articles in
this e-newsletter are not intended to be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the
purpose of avoiding accuracy-related penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer. The
information is provided "as is," with no assurance or guarantee of completeness, accuracy, or
timeliness of the information, and without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including but
not limited to warranties of performance, merchantability, and fitness for a particular purpose.

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any tax advice
contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and
cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code.
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Investment advisory services offered through Gray Equity Management, LLC. Gray Equity Management,
LLC is not affiliated with 1st Global Capital Corp. Securities offered through 1st Global Capital. Corp.,
Member FINRA, SIPC, (800) 959-8440
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